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Review on “Next Generation Network” (Nan): The 
Future in Telephony 
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Abstract: This paper summarizes the architectural aspects of a next-generation network in terms of general principles, 
functional representation and typical implementation. According to the general reference model, which assumes decoupling of 
services and transport, NGN can be represented by multiple functional groups One of the key implementations for session-based 
services, utilizing an IP multimedia subsystem is introduced with enhanced features to meet both fixed and mobile network 
requirements. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Intense competition in the telecommunication market has emerged over the last decades and is expected to grow continuously and 
rapidly. Therefore it is essential for those network companies involved in the telecommunication market (i.e. network carriers or 
service providers) to gain advantage of their core competencies by adopting appropriate strategies or positioning themselves 
properly in the market. Subscriber now demands EoIP (Everything over IP), which requires NGN with ability to serve new 
multimedia services on any device. The NGN architecture with its separation of access, control and service layers, lends itself to the 
re-definition of the telecom landscape. In particular network companies are forced to search for new solutions to reduce their 
operational costs, in order to eliminate the unnecessary expenditure on the existing infrastructure which often consists of multiple 
parallel and even overlapping networks, and to provide differentiated services with superior quality. New licensing should reflect 
technology-independent service provision or service-agnostic multiple technology service delivery. Packet networks also need new 
charging regimes with the ‘death of distance’, where interconnect charging agreements are no longer distance based, but depend on 
quality and capacity. 
Given the existing “universal nature” of the internet and its associated infrastructure, which includes an addressing plan, address 
assignment and resolution by domain name servers and applications such as email, file transfer and the World Wide Web, it can be 
assumed that IP-based systems will form the basis of a next-generation network (NGN).Thus, An NGN is an enhanced IP-based 
network. ITU-T recommendation Y.2011 provides a general framework for the architectural under pinning required to obtain the 
basic characteristics. It is generally agreed that the main difference between traditional telecommunications services and an NGN is 
the shift from separate vertically integrated application-specific networks to a single network capable of carrying any and all 
services. For telephone services, this includes a shift from a circuit-switched infrastructure to a packet-switched infrastructure. 
Current NGN activity is aimed at ensuring that next-generation IP-based networks will be able to meet the standards of service 
normally associated with public telecommunications networks not only for telephone services, but also for the widest possible set of 
present and future multimedia applications. 

A. What is Next Generation Networks (NGN)? 
ITU defined NGN in 2004 as: “A packet based network able to provide services including Telecommunication Services and able to 
make use of multiple Broadband, QoS-enabled transport technologies in which service-related functions are independent from 
underlying transport-related technologies. It offers unrestricted access by users to different service providers. It supports generalized 
mobility which will allow consistent and ubiquitous provision of services to users.” The NGN is based on packetisation technology 
with a separation of infrastructure, service control and service provision functions. As the inflexible circuit-switched connection-
oriented TDM technology is phased out, the IP-based NGN is taking charge. In NGN domain, the main network elements are: 
Softswitch, IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem), media gateways, application servers, routers and broadband access nodes. 
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Figure 1 General functional model 

The schematic diagram depicting the Layered Architecture of  NGN distributing various network elements is shown in Figure 1. As 
shown, the NGN layered architecture consists of transport, service control and application layers, and distributing intelligence at 
every layer. The underlying packet transport and media infrastructure is in the Transport layer interworks with circuit-switched 
(PSTN) networks through media gateways, so that existing networks can continue to support subscribers. The service control layer, 
consisting of soft switches, media gateway controllers and IMS performs the functions of control, authentication, accounting, QoS, 
security and network management. The application layer makes use of capabilities provided by the other layers to deliver 
multimedia applications based on open service architecture and published APIs. The NGN architecture defines open standards to 
support the interaction between service provision and underlying Infrastructure, so that operational license holders can 
accommodate different content/application providers and niche service providers can serve their customers with innovative 
multimedia services. NGN is required to cater to many different end-user devices. These devices could be computer, laptop, fixed-
line telephone, mobile handset or TV, or any device that is at present in the imagination of the designers. These handsets deliver not 
only voice and data but also video, mobile TV, mobile e-mail and all other converged services. In effect NGNs are capable of 
providing any service from any infrastructure, irrespective of whether the service is in Telecom, Internet or Broadcasting, anywhere 
to anywhere, from any device to any device. This is the fundamental change from VoIP to EoIP -Everything-over- Internet-Protocol. 

II. NGN ARCHITECTURE 
This section highlights the status of NGN architecture as the Focus Group for Next Generation Networks (FGNGN) under ITU-
T.NGN services will include session-based services, such as IP telephony, video conferencing and video chatting and non-session-
based services such as video streaming and broadcasting. Moreover, NGNs support public switched telephones network/integrated 
services digital network (PSTN/ISDN) replacement (PSTN/ISDN emulation in ITU-T terminology). Figure 2 shows an overview of 
the NGN architecture. The NGN functions are divided into service and transport stratum according to Recommendation Y.2011. 
End-user functions are connected to the NGN by the user-to-network interface (UNI), while other networks are interconnected 
through the network-to-network interface (NNI). Clear identification of the UNI and NNI is important to accommodate a wide 
variety of off-the-shelf customer equipment while maintaining business boundaries and demarcation points in the NGN 
environment. The application-to-network interface (ANI) forms a boundary with respect to third-party application providers. 

 
Figure 2 NGN architecture overview 
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A. Transport Stratum Functions 
Transport stratum functions provide connectivity for all components and physically separated functions within the NGN. IP is 
recognized as the most promising transport technology for NGN. Thus, the transport stratum will provide IP connectivity for both 
end-user equipment outside the NGN and controllers and enablers that usually reside on servers inside the NGN. The transport 
stratum is responsible for providing end-to-end QoS, which is a desirable feature of the NGN. The transport stratum is divided into 
access networks and the core network, with a function linking the two portions. 
1) Access Functions : The access functions manage end-user access to the network. The access functions are access-technology-

dependent, such as wideband code-division multiple access (W-CDMA) and digital subscriber line (xDSL). The access 
networks include functions related to cable access, DSL technology, wireless technology, Ethernet technology and optical 
access. 

2) Access Transport Functions:  These functions are responsible for transporting information across the access network. They also 
provide QoS control mechanisms dealing directly with user traffic, including buffer management, queuing and scheduling, 
packet filtering, traffic classification, marking, policing and shaping. 

3) Edge Functions:  Edge functions are used for traffic processing when access traffic is merged into the core network. 
4) Core Transport Functions:  These functions are responsible for ensuring information transport throughout the core network. 

They provide the means to differentiate the quality of transport in the network, according to interactions with the transport 
control functions. These functions also provide QoS mechanisms dealing directly with user traffic, including buffer 
management, queuing and scheduling, packet filtering, traffic classification, marking, policing and shaping, gate control and 
firewalls. 

5) Network Attachment Control Functions:  These functions provide registration at the access level and initialization of end-user 
functions for accessing NGN services. They provide network-level identification /authentication, manage the IP address space 
of the access network and authenticate access sessions. They also announce the contact point of the NGN service and 
application functions to the end user. That is, the network attachment control functions assist end-user equipment in registering 
and starting use of the NGN. 

6) Resource and Admission Control Functions:  The RACFs provide admission control and gate control functionalities, including 
control of network  address and port translation (NAPT) and differentiated services field code points (DSCPs). Admission 
control involves checking authentication based on user profiles, through the network attachment control functions. It also 
involves authorization based on user profiles, taking into account operator-specific policy rules and resource availability. 
Checking resource availability means that the admission control function verifies whether a resource request (e.g., for 
bandwidth) is allowable given the remaining resources, as opposed to resources that are already provisioned or used. The 
RACFs interact with transport functions to control one or more of the following functionalities in the transport layer: packet 
filtering, traffic classification, marking and policing, bandwidth reservation and allocation,  NAPT, antispoofing of IP 
addresses, NAPT/FW traversal and usage metering. 

7) Transport User Profile Functions : This functional block represents the compilation of user and other control data into a single 
“user profile” function in the transport stratum. This function may be specified and implemented as a set of cooperating 
databases with functionality residing in any part of the NGN. 

8) Gateway Functions : These functions provide capabilities to interwork with other networks, including many existing networks 
such as PSTN/ISDN-based networks and the internet. These functions even support interworking with other NGNs belonging to 
other administrators. The NNI for other networks applies to both the control and transport levels, including border gateways. 
Interactions between the control and transport levels may take place directly or through the transport control functionality. 

9)  Media Handling Functions : The series of media handling functions are media resource processes for providing services, such 
as generating tone signals, transcoding and conference bridging. 

B.  Service Stratum Functions 
These functions provide session-based and non session-based services, including subscribe/notify for presence information and a 
message method for instant message exchange. The service stratum functions also provide all of the network functionality 
associated with existing PSTN/ISDN services and capabilities and interfaces to legacy customer equipment. 
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1) Service and Control Function:  These functions include session control functions, a registration function and authentication  
and authorization functions at the service level. They can include functions controlling media resources (i.e., specialized 
resources). 

2) Service User Profile Function:  These functions represent the compilation of user data and other control data into a single user 
profile function in the service stratum. This function may be specified and implemented as a set of cooperating databases with 
functionality residing in any part of the NGN. 

3) Application Function:  NGNs support open APIs enabling third-party service providers to apply NGN capabilities to create 
enhanced services for NGN users. All application functions (both trusted and untrusted) and third-party service providers access 
NGN service stratum capabilities and resources through servers or gateways in the service stratum. 

C. Management Functions 
Support for network management is fundamental to the operation of an NGN. The management functions enable the NGN operator 
to manage the network and provide NGN services with the expected quality, security and reliability. These functions are allocated in 
a distributed manner to each functional entity (FE). They interact with network element (NE) management, network management 
and service management FEs. The management functions include charging and billing functions. These functions interact with each 
other in the NGN to collect accounting information, which provides the NGN operator with resource utilization data enabling the 
operator to properly bill users. The charging and billing functions support the collection of data for both later processing (offline 
charging) and near-real-time interactions with applications such as those for prepaid services (online charging). 

D.  End-User Functions 
The interfaces to the end user are both physical and functional (control) interfaces, as shown in Figure  2. No assumptions are made 
about the diverse customer interfaces and customer networks that may be connected to the NGN access network. All customer 
equipment categories are supported in the NGN, from single line legacy telephones to complex corporate networks. End-user 
equipment may be either mobile or fixed. 

III. IP MULTIMEDIA SUBSYSTEM FOR NGN 
A. Introduction To IMS 
An IP multimedia subsystem (IMS) is a set of core network FEs and interfaces used by a network service provider to offer SIP-
based services to subscribers, where SIP is the Session initiation Protocol defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) . 
For the most part, an IMS is independent of the access network technology, although there are some links between the IMS and the 
underlying transport functionality, and these may be access specific. An IMS is built on IETF protocols, with specific profiles and 
enhancements to provide a complete, robust multimedia system. The enhancements and operational profiles provide support for 
operator control, charging and billing and security. 
 n addition to the enhancements and profiles, an IMS requires a set of vertical interfaces to provide the following: 
Common interfaces to application servers for accounting, security, subscription data, service control and to service building blocks 
such as presence functions. 
Coordinated and enforced QoS (session layer negotiation can be matched with resources granted at the transport layer, per operator 
policy) 
Session-based media gating under operator control 
Correlated accounting and charging among the service, session and transport layers. These capabilities make IMSs different from 
the usual Internet applications for session control. An IMS is based on a model where a network operator and service provider 
control access to the network and services respectively, for which customers are billed. This is in contrast to the usual Internet 
model, where the network is transparent and all services are provided by endpoints. As a result of this more controlled environment, 
users get an improved experience with managed QoS, single-sign-on security and customer support. 

B. IMS architecture 
1) Core Networks vs. Access Networks - As mentioned earlier, an IMS is a collection of core network FEs. This terminology, 

differentiating core and access, comes from the wireless network model, where one or more radio access networks are 
connected to a common core. The radio access networks provide connections from terminals to the services provided in the 
core. With respect to an IMS, an access network is a collection of entities providing IP transport connectivity between a user 
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domain and a core transport network. Access networks are distinguished from one another according to the underlying 
technology, ownership or administrative partitioning. The point at which an access network is attached to a core transport 
network may be chosen administratively. The core network is then a collection of entities providing IP transport connectivity 
between an access network and another core transport network between two access networks or between two other core 
transport networks. The core transport network also provides connectivity  

 
Figure 3 Network partitioning. 

to service layer entities, such as IMSs. Core transport networks also can be distinguished from one another according to the 
underlying technology ownership, or administrative partitioning. One of the fundamental characteristics of an IMS is support for 
user mobility; thus, the distinction between the core and access networks becomes important in partitioning the functions necessary 
to support an IMS. Figure 3 shows one example of such a partitioned collection of networks. As a user moves from one access 
network to another, access to the same core network services can be provided. This is true for non-real-time movement such as 
roaming, as well as for real-time movement when the access technology supports mobility, such as handoffs. As shown in Figure 3, 
an IMS also supports the concept of a home network, as opposed to a visited network. In this paradigm the home network is the core 
network supporting the IMS services that hold the IMS subscription. The visited network is the network currently providing the user 
with connectivity to his/her IMS services. Therefore, in Figure 3 operator A owns the home network of the laptop user, while 
operator C owns the home network of the mobile phone user, who happens to be roaming in operator D’s network. 

2) IMS Functional Entities:  Figure 4 shows the collection of functional entities and reference points that comprise the IMS 
functional architecture. Figure 4 also shows how IMS entities may be distributed between the home and visited networks. 

3) Application Server :An application server(AS) provides service control for the IMS. The AS may be directly connected to an S-
CSCF, or it may be connected via an Open Services Architecture (OSA) gateway for third-party based applications over an ISC 
reference point. The ISC interface is SIP-based Thus, SIP messages may be forwarded over this interface to or from a serving 
call session control function (S-CSCF).The AS may interact with the home subscriber server (HSS) over the Sh interface in 
order to obtain subscriber profile information. Application servers are used to support various telephony-type services, such as 
call forwarding and number translation and may also support such services as presence, conference control and online charging. 

 
Figure 4 IMS functional entities and reference points. 
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4) Breakout Gateway Control Function : A breakout gateway control function (BGCF) receives session requests forwarded by an 
SCSCF or another BGCF, and it selects the network in which PSTN breakout is to occur. It selects a local MGCF or peer 
BGCF in another network. This ability to select a BGCF in another network provides the capability to optimize routing from 
the visited network to the PSTN, where desired and supported by the operators involved. 

5) Call Session Control Functions - The CSCFs provide session control for the IMS. They coordinate with other network elements 
to control session features, routing and resource allocation. There are three different types of CSCFs in the IMS architecture: 

6) Serving CSCF (S-CSCF) : the main home network session control point for the user equipment (UE) for originating or 
terminating sessions 

7) Interrogating CSCF (I-CSCF) : the contact point into the UE’s home network from other networks 
8) Proxy CSCF (P-CSCF):  the contact point into the IMS from the UEAn S-CSCF acts as a registrar, as defined in IETF RFC 

3261. In this role it accepts SIPREGISTER requests and creates a binding between the public user ID and the terminal location. 
The S-CSCF retrieves the subscriber profile from the HSS, including filter criteria that indicate the ASs providing service 
control for this user. To support service control, the SCSCF interacts with this ASs during SIP signaling. During session 
establishment or modification, the S-CSCF monitors the Session Description Protocol (SDP) to ensure that the session is within 
the boundaries of the subscriber’s profile. The S-CSCF uses the filter criteria to involve ASs as needed in order to provide the 
services and features to which the user subscribes. It forwards SIP messages to each AS in the order indicted by the filter 
criteria. After the last AS is contacted, the SIP message is then sent toward the intended destination. The filter criteria can be set 
on various service trigger points, including any known SIP method (e.g., REGISTER,INVITE), the presence or absence of any 
header, the content of any header, the direction of the request with respect to the served user and SDP. The S-CSCF also 
performs routing of SIP messages on behalf of the originating UE. It obtains the address of an I-CSCF (or other IP end point) 
for the network operator serving the destination subscriber from a domain name server(DNS) by using the destination name of 
the terminating subscriber; it then forwards the SIP request toward the destination. If the destination name of the terminating 
subscriber is determined to be a PSTN address, the S-CSCF forwards the request to a BGCF for routing toward the PSTN. On 
behalf of the destination end point, the S-CSCF forwards the SIP request to a P-CSCF according to the subscriber’s registered 
location or for an unregistered subscriber, it may send or redirect the SIP request to an alternate endpoint according to call 
forwarding or a similar service. The I-CSCF serves as the initial point of contact to the IMS home network from other 
networks. It performs a stateless SIP proxy function. It routes received SIP requests to the S-CSCF assigned to the user or 
selects an S-CSCF if one is not currently assigned. The I-CSCF assigns SCSCFs upon initial UE registration and when 
terminating services for unregistered users. The P-CSCF serves as the initial point of contact for a user terminal to the IMS. It 
performs a stateful SIP proxy function, sending SIP REGISTER requests from the UE to an I-CSCF in the home network, 
which is determined using the home domain name provided by the UE. The P-SCCF sends all subsequent SIP messages 
received from the UE to the S-CSCF whose name it has received as a result of the registration procedure. The P-CSCF also 
ensures that a valid public user identity for the IMS user is inserted into UE-initiated SIP requests. It performs SIP message 
compression to reduce the amount of data sent to or from the UE. It may also support resource and admission control 
capabilities by interacting with the transport layer for networks where this approach is employed. 

9) Home Subscriber Server - The HSS contains a subscription database for the IMS, including subscription-related information to 
support the network entities that actually handle calls or sessions. It supports IMS-level authentication and authorization and 
holds the IMS subscriber profiles. The HSS also stores the currently assigned S-CSCF.A home network may contain one or 
several HSSs. The number of HSSs depends on the number of subscribers, the capacity of the equipment and the organization 
of the network. 

10) Media Gateway Control Function : The MGCF supports interworking between the IMS and the PSTN. It supports SIP-to-ISUP 
protocol conversion and controls the media gateway for bearer-level conversion. 

11) Media Gateway:  The MGW operates under the control of the MGCF to support inter working between the IMS and the PSTN. 
It terminates bearer channels from circuit-switched networks and media streams from packet switched networks, and performs 
media conversion functions such as transcoding. In addition, it supports dual tone multifrequency (DTMF) detection and 
generation. 

12) Media Resource Function Controller :  The MRFC controls the media stream resources of the MRFP. It interprets information 
from an AS or SIP endpoint and controls the MRFP accordingly to support media services such as transcoding and 
conferencing. The MRFC may be collocated with an AS to provide specialized AS services. 
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13) Media Resource Function Processo: - The MRFP provides resources under the control of the MRFC for media processing. It 
supports media stream mixing, tone and announcement generation, transcoding, media analysis and other functions. 

14) Subscription Locator Function : The SLF serves as a front-end for distributed HSS systems. It may be queried by an I-CSCF 
during registration and session setup to get the name of the HSS containing the required subscriber-specific data. The SLF may 
also be queried by the S-CSCF during registration, or by the AS in conjunction with the Sh interface. The SLF is not required in 
a single-HSS environment or in certain other HSS environments such as a server-farm architecture. It is also not required when 
an AS is configured and managed to use a predefined HSS. 

15) User Equipmen: - The UE represents the functionality of a variety of user terminal devices. It supports the specific capabilities 
of the access network within which it is used. In addition, it supports the user agent capabilities of an IMS client. The UE 
supports the SIP methods, as defined by the IMS, for REGISTRATION, INVITE and so forth. 

IV. ENHANCEMENTS TO IMS FORNGN APPLICATIONS 
The IMS specifications were developed for use with cellular access networks and were based on certain assumptions regarding the 
access network such as the available bandwidth. The inherent differences between different types of access networks will have 
concrete consequences on the IMS specifications. Examples of such consequences include the following: 
To support xDSL-based access networks, the IMS may also need to interface with the network attachment functions of the IP-CAN 
for the purpose of accessing location information. No equivalent interface exists in the base IMS specifications. 
Support for IPv4 has to be taken into account, leading to a requirement to support NAPT functionalities. There are at least two 
reasons for this. First, some operators have to face IPv4 address shortages. Second, the privacy of  IP addresses for media streams 
cannot rely on RFC3041 (Privacy Extensions for Stateless Address Auto-Configuration in IPv6), as would be the case for IPv6. 
NAPT provides an alternative for hiding terminal addresses. 
Support for NAPT functionality is covered in the NGN functional architecture. Extensions for working with configurations 
containing NAPT need to be provided in the IMS specifications. 
Relaxing the constraints on bandwidth scarcity may lead to consideration of optional support for some features that are currently 
considered mandatory (e.g., SIP compression). 
Differences in location management will impact various protocols that convey this information, in terms of both signaling interfaces 
and charging interfaces. 
Differences in resource reservation proceduresin the access network will require changes to the IMS resource authorization and 
reservation procedures as the resource reservation procedures for xDSL access networks will have to be initiated by a network entity 
(i.e., a P-CSCF in the case of SIP-based services), on behalf of end-user terminals. The above extensions are being examined by 
various standards bodies in order to support the use of IMSs in NGNs.  

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper focuses on reference model, for Next Generation Network as specified in ITU-T recommendations. The functional 
architecture in  have examined the latest concepts in terms of functional architecture, which will appear soon as new ITU-T 
Recommendations. The IMS architecture and its standardized entities and interfaces are being applied in NGNs to provide support 
for SIP-based services provided by network operators. a new phenomenon can be observed: an ongoing rapid shift from traditional 
voice traffic to IP traffic, and a move from service-specific networks towards a common network infrastructure where all services 
are supported. 
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